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Three Pieces
• Virtualization

• Concurrency

• Persistence

• Virtualization: CPU
• Assume there is one physical CPU in a system (though now there are often
two or four or more).
• What virtualization does is take that single CPU and make it look like many
virtual CPUs to the applications running on the system.
• Thus, while each application thinks it has its own CPU to use, there is really
only one.
• And thus the OS has created a illusion: it has virtualized the CPU

• Virtualization: Memory
• OS will give each program the view that it has a large contiguous address space to
put its code and data into;
• thus, as a programmer, you never have to worry about things like “where should I
store this variable?”
• because the virtual address space of the program is large and has lots of room for
that sort of thing.

• Life, for a programmer, becomes much more tricky if you have to worry about fitting
all of your code data into a small, crowded memory.

• Concurrency:
• There are certain types of programs that we call multi-threaded applications.
• Each thread is kind of like an independent agent running around in this program, doing things on
the program’s behalf.
• But these threads access memory, If we don’t coordinate access to memory between threads, the
program won’t work as expected.
• Concurrency is the execution of several instruction sequences at the same time.
• In an operating system, this happens when there are several process threads running in parallel.

• These threads may communicate with each other through either shared memory or message
passing.

• Persistence :
• Making information persist, despite computer crashes, disk failures, or power
outages is a tough and interesting challenge.

Unit-I
• Introduction to Operating System: Virtualizing the CPU, Virtualizing
Memory, Concurrency, Persistence, Design Goals, Some History
• The Process: Process abstraction, System calls for Process
management, Process Creation: A Little More Detail, Process States,
Data Structures, Process execution mechanisms Process API, Process
Control and Users, Useful Tools.

What is Operating System?
• It is a middleware between user program and System Hardware.
• Users use computers to run various programs like browser, word, or any
others.
• These programs run on the underlying hardware (CPU, MM, Disk, IO Devices
etc)

• Resource Manager-It manages Hardware, CPU, Main Memory, IO
Devices( Disks, Network Card, Keyboard etc)
• Provides a platform on which other application programs installed

Abstract view of System Components

What happens when you run the program? (Background)
• A compiler translates high level program into an executable (“.c” to “a.out”)

• The exe contains the instructions that the CPU can understand, and the data
(variables ) of the program (all numbered with addresses)
• These instructions run on CPU:

• hardware implements an instruction set architecture.
• Every CPU has a certain instruction set architecture
• Compiler translates the program in to instruction set which can be executed on
particular CPU.

• CPU also consists of few registers.
• Example:

• Pointer to current instruction (Program counter or PC)
• Operands of instructions, Memory Address

What happens when you run the program?
• To run an exe, CPU
•
•
•
•

Fetches instructions pointed at by PC from memory
Loads data required by the instruction into registers
Decodes and executes the instructions
Stores results to memory

• Most recently used instructions and data are in CPU caches for faster
access
• Instruction Cache
• Data Cache

So, What does the OS do?
• OS manages program memory (It sets up the memory for execution)
• Loads program executable (Code, Data) from disk to memory
• Ex: fetching a.out from disk to memory

• OS manages CPU (it sets up the CPU for execution)
• Initialize program counter (PC) and other registers to begin execution.
• OS sets correct values to PC and registers. PC pointing to current instruction.

• OS manages external devices
• Read/write files from disk

OS manages CPU
• OS provides the process abstraction
• Process: a running program (Ex: a.out becomes the process)
• OS creates and manages processes.

• Each process has the illusion of having the complete CPU ie, OS virtualizes
CPU. (but many processes are running at time ex: we are listening to music
while browsing the web)
• Timeshares CPU between processes.
• Enables coordination between processes

OS manages memory
• OS manages the memory of the process:

• Memory of the process contains code, data, stack, heap etc.
• Stack : function call , arguments to the functions, return address from function
• Heap: ex. malloc

• Each process thinks it has a dedicated memory space for itself,

• It gives addresses to code, data, stack, heap starting from 0 (virtual addresses)
• But in fact all of these memory images could be placed in memory at different
(random) pieces.
• RAM could be shared among multiple processes.

• OS abstracts out the details of the actual placement in memory, translates
from virtual addresses to actual physical addresses (OS virtualizes memory)

OS manages devices
• OS has code to manage disk, network card, and other external devices:
device drivers.
• OS has device drivers.

• Device driver talks the language of the hardware devices
• Issues instructions to devices(fetch data from a file)
• Responds to interrupt events from devices(user has pressed a key on keyboard)

• OS manages file system:
• Persistent data organized as a filesystem on disk

Design goals of an Operating System
• Convenience, abstraction of hardware resources for user programs.
• Efficiency of usage of CPU, memory etc.

• Isolation between multiple processes

History of OS
• Started out as a library to provide common functionality across
programs.
• Later, evolved from procedure call to system call.
• When a system call is made to run OS code, the CPU executes at a
higher privilege level.

• Evolved from running a single program to multiple processes
concurrently.

Multiprogramming OS
• Multiprogramming means more than one process in main memory which are
ready to execute.
• Maximize CPU utilization

• Process generally require CPU time and I/O time.

• So, if running process perform I/O or some other event which do not require CPU,
• then instead of sitting idle,
• CPU make a context switch and picks some other process and its idea will continue.

• CPU never idle unless, there is no process ready to execute.

• Advantages:
• High CPU utilization.
• Less working time, response time for the process.
• May be extended to multiple users

• Disadvantages:
• Difficult scheduling
• MM management is required

Multitasking OS/Time Sharing
• Multitasking is multiprogramming with time sharing.
• Only one CPU but switches between processes so quickly that it
gives illusion that all executing at same time.
• The task in multitasking may refer to multiple threads of the same
program.

• Main idea is better response time and executing multiple process
together.

Multiprocessing OS
• Two or more CPU with a single computer in close communication sharing
the system bus, memory an other I/O devices.
• Different process may run of different CPU, true parallel execution.
• Types of multiprocessing
• Symmetric: One OS control all CPU, each CPU has equal rights.
• Asymmetric: Master slave architecture, system has take on one processor and
application on other as one CPU.
• One processor is dedicated for : I/O devices and hardware interrupts
• Remaining processor : used for increasing computations

• Advantages

• Increased throughput (Throughput: per unit time completed processes)
• Increased reliability (graceful degradation: Even if one processor is not working, still
your work will get executed)
• Cost saving (Memory and other devices are not increased)
• Battery efficient (when there is less load, only one core will be working)
• True parallel processing

• Disadvantages:

• More complex
• Overhead or coupling reduce throughput (if we try to use other devices parallel, may
reduce the speed)
• Large main memory.

The Process Abstraction

OS provides process abstraction
• When you run an exe file, the OS creates a process = a running program.
• OS timeshares CPU across multiple processes: virtualizes CPU.
• OS has a CPU scheduler that picks one of the many active processes to
execute on a CPU.
• Scheduler has two parts:
• Policy: which process to run, among active processes.
• Mechanism: how to “context switch” between processes

What constitutes a process?
• Every process created in the system has a unique identifier (PID)
• Process has Memory image
• Code and data (static)
• Stack and heap(dynamic)

• Process has CPU context: registers
• Program counter
• Current operands
• Stack pointer

• File descriptors :

• Pointers to open files and devices
• process is writing something on the screen or taking input from keyboard (STDOUT, STDIN)

How does OS create a process?
• Disk has a.out, OS takes the chunk of memory and allocates it to the
process.
• Allocates memory and creates memory image
• Loads code, data from disk exe
• Creates runtime stack, heap

• OS opens basic files
• STD IN, OUT, ERR

• Initialize CPU registers

• PC points to first instruction

States of Process
• Process exists in different states:
• Running: currently executing on CPU

• Ready: Waiting to be scheduled, ready to run but not yet run/ the process is
waiting to be assigned to the processor.
• Blocked: suspended, not ready to run
• Process is waiting for some event to occur (such as I/O completion)

• New: being created, yet to run
• Dead: terminated : The process has finished execution.

Process State Transition

Example: Process States

Tracing Process State: CPU and I/O

OS Data structures
• How OS keeps track of all of these processes?
• OS maintains a data structures (eg. List) of all active processes.
• Each element of the list is called the PCB.
• Each process is the OS is represented by PCB or Task control Block
• List of PCB is maintained to track processes in the system
• Information about each process is stored in a process control block(PCB)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process identifier
Process state
Pointers to other related processes(parent)
CPU context of the process (saved when the process is suspended)
Pointers to memory locations
Pointers to open files
Accounting information (resources used by particular process)

PROCESS API

What API does the OS provide the user program?
• Operating system provides API to user programs in order to create and
mange processes.
• API=Application Programing interface
• Function available to users to write user programs
• API provided by OS is a set of “system calls”
• System call is function call into OS code that runs at a higher privilege level of the CPU
• Sensitive operations (eg, access to hardware) are allowed only at a higher privilege level
• Some “blocking” system calls cause the process to be blocked and descheduled (eg.
Read from disk)

System Calls
• Program can execute in two modes of operations

• User mode and Kernel mode.
• If the program is running in user mode, then that program does not have access to hardware.
• If the program is running in kernel mode, then that program is having access to memory, hardware
and resources
• Kernel mode is privilege mode.

• When program is running in user mode, and if it needs to access the hardware resource,
then it has to run in kernel mode, this switching is called context switching.
• System call is the programmatic way in which a computer program requests a service
from the kernel of the OS.

• These calls are generally available as routines written in C and c++.

Acquire input filename

Example: System Calls

Write prompt to screen
Accept input
Acquire output filename

• Copying contents of one file (source file )
to the other (Destination file).

Write prompt to screen
Accept input

Open input file
If file doesn’t exist, ABORT
Create Output file
If file exists, ABORT
Read form Input file

Write to Output file
Close output file
Write completion message to
screen
Terminate normally

So, Should we rewrite programs for each OS?
• Do we rewrite the program when we go from Linux to Windows?
• POSIX API: a standard set of system calls that an OS must implement
• Programs written to the POSIX API can run on any POSIX compliant OS (POSIX
comprises a series of standards from the IEEE)
• Most modern OSes are POSIX compliant
• Ensures program portability

• User never invokes the system calls directly.

• Program language libraries hide the details of invoking system calls
• The printf function in the C library, calls the write system call, to write to
screen
• User programs usually do not need to worry about invoking system calls

Process related system calls (in UNIX)
• What are the system calls related to create and managing processes:

• fork() creates a new child process

• All processes are created by forking from a parent (every process is created from another process)
• When OS starts, it creates init process. It is a ancestor of all processes.

• exec() makes a process execute a given executable.
• exit() terminates a process
• wait() causes a parent to block until child terminates
• Many variants exist of the above system calls with different arguments.

What happens during a fork?
• A new process is created by making a copy of parent’s memory
image. Ex: P is a parent process and C is a child process.
• The new process is added to the OS process list and scheduled.
• Parent and child start executing just after fork (with different return
values). Sometimes P gets the CPU, sometimes C gets the CPU.
• Parent and child execute and modify the memory data independently.

Waiting for children to die..
• When a process terminates what happens? Process termination scenarios:
• By calling exit() (exit is called automatically when end of main is reached)
• OS terminates a misbehaving process.

• Terminated processes are not removed instantly from list. Terminated process
exists as zombie.

• When these zombie process cleared out.

• When a parent calls wait(), zombie child is cleaned up or “reaped”
• The parent process calls wait() to delay its execution until the child finishes executing.

• What if parent terminates before child? init process adopts orphans and reaps
them.
• All the processes whose parents are not around are cleaned by init process.

What happens during exec?
• After fork, parent and child are running same code
• Not too useful!

• What if the parents want that its child do something else, apart from
its code
• A process can run exec() to load another executable to its memory image
• So, child can run a different program from parent.
• Given the name of an executable and some arguments to exec(),
• it loads from that executable and overwrites its current code segment with it,
• the heap and stack and other parts of the memory space of the program are reinitialized.

Example: fork
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <unistd.h>
int main()
{
// make two process which run same
// program after this instruction
fork();
printf("Hello world!\n");
return 0;
}

Hello world!
Hello world!

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
int main()
{
fork();
fork();
fork();
printf("hello\n");
return 0;
}

The number of times ‘hello’ is printed is equal to number of
process created. Total Number of Processes = 2n, where n is
number of fork system calls. So here n = 3, 23 = 8

• So there are total eight processes (new child processes and
one original process).
• If we want to represent the relationship between the
processes as a tree hierarchy it would be the following:
• The main process: P0
Processes created by the 1st fork: P1
Processes created by the 2nd fork: P2, P3
Processes created by the 3rd fork: P4, P5, P6, P7

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <unistd.h>
void forkexample()
{
// child process because return value zero
if (fork() == 0)
printf("Hello from Child!\n");

Hello from Child!
Hello from Parent!
OR
Hello from Parent!
Hello from Child!

fork() returns 0 in the child process and
// parent process because return value non-zero. positive integer in the parent process.
else
Here, two outputs are possible because the parent
printf("Hello from Parent!\n");
process and child process are running concurrently.
}
So we don’t know whether the OS will first give
int main()
control to the parent process or the child process.
{
forkexample();
return 0;
}

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <unistd.h>
void forkexample()
{
int x = 1;
if (fork() == 0)
printf("Child has x = %d\n", ++x);
else
printf("Parent has x = %d\n", --x);
}
int main()
{
forkexample();
return 0;
}

Parent has x=0
Child has x=2
OR
Child has x=2
Parent has x=0
Parent process and child process are
running the same program, but it does
not mean they are identical.

OS allocate different data and states for
these two processes, and the control
flow of these processes can be different.

What is Shell
• A shell is just another computer program.
• It is the main user interface to operating systems that are similar to Unix.
• The shell lives in user space, along with most other programs, as opposed to
in kernel space which is where the kernel lives.
• Software living in kernel space can execute privileged instructions, such as dealing
directly with hardware.

• The way the shell talks to the kernel is by system calls. These system calls allows
the user to do things like open files and create processes.

How does shell works?
• In a basic OS, the init process is created after initialization of hardware.
• The init process spawns a shell like bash

• Shell reads user command, forks a child, execs the command executable, waits for it to finish,
and reads next command.
• Common commands like ls are all executables that are simply executed by the shell
prompt>ls
a.txt b.txt
………..You have your shell process, user has typed ls, shell will fork the child process, then exec
will be called on the child process, exec(ls),
once the child process finishes running ls it prints out the output (a.txt b.txt) and child process
terminates (shell calls wait until child process finishes) and it comes back to user for next
command.

More about Shell
• Shell can manipulate the child in strange way.
• Suppose you want to redirect output from a command to a file

• Prompt>ls>abc.txt
• Shell spawns a child, rewrites its standard output to a file, then calls exec on
the child
• It manipulates child for storing the output in abc.txt
• And then it runs exec

Mechanism of Process Execution

Low level Mechanism
• How processes are executed by the CPU?
• How does it handle a system call?

• How does it context switch from one process to the other?

Process Execution
• OS allocates memory and creates memory image
• Code and data (from exe)
• Stack and heap

• Points CPU program counter to current instruction.
• Other registers may store operands, return values etc.

• After setup, OS is out of the way and process executes directly on CPU

A simple function call
• A function call translates to a jump instruction
• A new stack frame pushed to stack and stack pointer updated
• Old value of PC(return value) pushed to stack and PC updated
• Stack frame contains return value, function arguments etc.
• During the function call the stack pointer is updated, you push a new frame
on to the stack and PC is updated. Both these changes are reversed at the
end of the function call.

How is system call different?
• CPU hardware has multiple privilege level
• One to run user code: user mode
• One to run OS code like system calls: kernel mode
• Some instructions execute only in kernel mode

• Kernel does not trust user stack
• uses a separate kernel stack when in kernel mode

• Kernel does not trust user provided addresses to jump to
• Kernel sets up interrupt Descriptor Table(IDT) at boot time
• IDT had addresses of kernel functions to run for system calls and other events

Mechanism of System call: trap instruction
• When a system call must be made, a special trap instruction is run
(usually hidden for user by libc)
• Trap instruction execution
•
•
•
•

Move CPU to higher privilege level
Switch to kernel stack
Save context(old PC, registers) on kernel stack
Look up address in IDT and jump to trap handler function in OS code

Trap Instruction
• Trap instruction is executed on hardware in following cases
• System call(program need OS service)
• Program fault(program does something illegal, eg. Access memory it doesn’t have
access to)
• Interrupt (external device needs attention of OS eg. A network packet has arrived on
network card)
• Trap instruction is inserted into the stream of the instructions running on the CPU.

• Across all cases, the mechanism is: save context on kernel stack and switch
to OS address in IDT.
• IDT has many entries: which to use?
• System call/interrupts store a number in a CPU register before calling trap, to identify
which IDT entry to use.

Return from trap
• When OS is done handling system call or interrupt, it calls a special
instructions return-from trap
• Restore context of CPU registers from kernel stack
• Change CPU privilege for kernel mode to user mode
• Restore PC and jump to user code after trap

• User process unaware that it was suspended, resumes execution as always.
• Must you always return to the same user process from kernel mode? No
• Before returning to user mode, OS chkecks if it must switch to another
process.

Why switch between process
• Sometimes when OS is in kernel mode, it cannot return back to the
same process it left
• Process has exited or must be terminated (e.g. segment fault)
• Process has made a blocking system call

• Sometimes, the OS does not want to return back to the same process
• The process has run for too long
• Must timeshares CPU with other processes

• In such cases, OS performs a context switch to switch form one
process to another

